
A r c h i t e c t u r a l  T i m b e r  



Yakisugi ( Shou Sugi Ban ) is a traditional Japanese method to 
preserve wood and has been used for hundreds of years in 
Japan. Inspired by these age-old Japanese traditions we char 
every board in our own oven. It requires a high degree of 
craftsmanship for this delicate process and needs considerable 
experience to master.  Our Yakisugi is Irish made and is 
available in various styles and colours.  

Some benefits of Yakisugi Cladding is outline below.

Enhanced Durability

Long Service Life
80 years +

Excellent Stability

Environmentally 
Friendly

Yakisugi



Hikari 
Yakisugi

Hikari is brushed and coated in our 
special Dark Night finish that produces 

a dramatic effect for any project.



Dark Night



Fukai 
Yakisugi
Fukai is produced using the very same method as 
Yakedo and Hikari, however we now brush the burnt 
timber cladding twice to deepen the contrast 
between late and early wood. Choose 6 colours or a 
clear option for hassel free maintenance.



Lunar Grey



Chestnut



Oak



Rosewood



Berry



Tan



Yakedo 
Yakisugi
Yakedo is burnt in our in-house charring 
line and then coated with our specially 
developed oil to fix the char helping to 
hold that character for longer.

Douglas Fir Accoya



Douglas Fir
One of the toughest and most 
durable softwoods available making 
it perfect for all types of projects

Classic Shadow Rombus Element



Door Frames
Available in redwood and 

sapele machined to rebated 
profile suitable for none fire 

rated, FD30 and FD60. 

Grooves to suit 15x4mm fire 
strip

Available primed. 

None fire rated FD30 FD60



Red Cedar

Avaibale in TG2V  1*4 / 1*6 
PAO 1*2 / 1*3 / 1*4 /1*6 / 1*8

Corners 40*40 L-shaped



Iroko 

Available in 1x4 and 1x6 TG2V

PAO Options in 1*2 / 1*3 & 1*4 
for fencing, trims etc




